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Yelland Savage are 
construction law specialists, 
highly experienced in 
dealing with all aspects 
of construction dispute 
avoidance and resolution. 

Our consultants draw on 
many years of experience 
within the construction 
industry working for both 
clients and contractors. 

We are committed to 
providing an excellent 
service that is both personal 
and professional. We 
always have in mind the 
commercial realities faced 
by our clients and the 
need to arrive at swift, cost 
effective resolutions, which 
will allow relationships to be 
maintained.
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We provide expertise to 
a range of clients from 
across the construction 
industry, supplying tailored 
advice to major contractors, 
developers and family firms 
alike. We support our clients 
through a broad spectrum 
of legal territory in relation 
to both private and publicly 
funded contracts.

Much of our work is repeat 
business on the basis 
of achieving succesful 
outcomes and establishing 
strong working relationships. 
We work with a number of 
multinational organisations 
whom we continue to advise 
on an ongoing basis. We 
welcome new instructions 
and endeavour to provide 
a high quality and attentive 
service to all clients.
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With your assistance we have 
made great strides in terms 
of dealing with final accounts 
and disputes. We are also 
far better at negotiating T’s 
& C’s up front as well as 
determining “scope” before 
the commencement of any 
project. Thank you for your 
massive contribution, we 
look forward to working with 
you again.
Chairman of Board of 
Directors of a Plc

I have no hesitation in 
recommending Yelland 
Savage as consummate 
construction professionals. 
Able to operate both 
contractually and with 
commerciality & on-
going relationships in 
mind, Yelland Savage 
have complemented our 
commercial offering and 
added value.
Mike Hunter, Everlast Group

You provide first class 
service!
Director, £15M turnover 
main contractor

“
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Testimonials
What our clients 
say about us

Mark recently acted as part 
of a two man Independent 
Review Panel, to resolve 
multi-million pound issues, 
on a complex infrastructure 
project. He was fundamental 
in the successful resolution of 
the account and maintained 
a calm, level-headed, 
professional approach.
John Calvert, Calvert & 
Russell Ltd

Morwenna has the ability 
to get straight to the heart 
of the matter at hand and 
provide expert advice 
tailored to match her client’s 
requirements. She pulls no 
punches and is very shrewd. 
And I trust her judgement. 
Very professional indeed.
Paul Ashton-Bridges, Senior 
Quantity Surveyor

I read the barrister’s opinion 
and I believe you can have his 
document as a reference to 
your superb work. Well done 
you did marvellous work and 
I’m over the moon.
Owner, £25M turnover 
development company

Mark and his team have 
consistently provided a high 
standard of both contractual 
and legal support on a wide 
range of issues and contracts 
for Kier Infrastructure over 
the last 3 years.
Ian Mackintosh, Commercial 
Director, Kier Construction - 
Infrastructure UK

Yelland Savage provided us 
with an exemplary service 
in leading the successful 
recovery of several significant 
claims on a completed high 
profile contract.
Ian Pegram, Commercial 
Director, Kier Construction - 
Infrastructure UK

Yelland Savage has become 
an essential part of our 
project team and has 
manifestly improved our 
approach to contracts and 
our risk profile. They are 
our go to people to navigate 
us through the contractual 
maze and enable us to 
make properly informed 
judgements with absolute 
peace of mind.
Andy Grey, Managing 
Director, OAG
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We provide a broad 
spectrum of legal services 
in relation to contractual 
construction matters. Our 
end-to-end service can 
assist clients from the outset 
of a construction project, 
encompassing procurement 
and contract negotiation 
to post-completion dispute 
resolution and everything in 
between.

As specialists in construction 
law our depth of experience 
means we offer expertise 
beyond that of non-specialist 
firms, and as a boutique 
consultancy we are able to 
offer a highly attentive and 
responsive service.

Our Services
Expert Legal Advice

Detail of 
stonemasonry to 
west entrance of 
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Our Services
Expert Legal Advice

Contract Negotiation
Getting it right
Yelland Savage can carry 
out reviews of proposed 
contracts (including all 
associated bonds, warranties, 
guarantees etc) at any stage 
in the negotiation process, 
to identify problems, risks 
and opportunities. We have 
a proven track record in this 
area. As well as carrying out 
reviews, Yelland Savage can 
also assist in the drafting of 
contracts.

Procurement
Start as you mean 
to go on
Yelland Savage have 
significant experience in 
advising companies on the 
best procurement routes 
for projects. We are familiar 
with all of the standard forms 
of contract. Yelland Savage 
can also assist parties to 
identify risks and maximise 
opportunities at tender 
stage.

Dispute Resolution
Avoiding the courts
Yelland Savage are highly 
experienced in all aspects 
of dispute resolution 
and we can act as party 
representative in negotiation, 
mediation, adjudication 
and arbitration. We can also 
provide litigation support.

Contract 
Administration
Ongoing support
Yelland Savage can offer 
packages to assist our 
clients in the ongoing 
administration of their 
contracts to ensure that 
procedures are followed, 
risks are avoided, 
entitlements are sought and 
margins are maximised. 

Contractual Support
Helping you every step 
of the way
Yelland Savage can offer 
advice on an ad hoc basis on 
contractual problems as they 
arise, usually on a same day 
basis.

Training
For all eventualities
Yelland Savage offer training 
on all aspects of construction 
law. This includes training 
on standard subjects, we 
can also design and deliver 
bespoke training, including 
training on bespoke 
contracts.



Sectors
Our Expertise
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Yelland Savage work across 
all construction industry 
sectors, dealing with a 
variety of legal matters 
in relation to buildings, 
infrastructure and beyond. 
We have developed 
considerable expertise 
around these often complex 
and high worth contracts, 
and work to consistently 
expedite cost effective 
resolutions for our clients.

Our lawyers have 
construction industry 
backgrounds and 
hold construction law 
qualifications, and as such 
are well acquainted with the 
potential issues our clients 
may encounter.

Rail
Taking the right track

Yelland Savage has 
many combined years of 
experience in working in the 
Rail sector working for Major 
Main Contractors and Sub 
Contractors in bringing and 
closing out successful claims 
relating to; extensions of 
time, disruption, acceleration 
and major variations.

Civil Engineering
Negotiating uneven 
ground

Yelland Savage has dealt 
with numerous issues relating 
to the civil engineering 
sector ranging from multi 
million pound civils schemes 
for Major Contractors to 
small drainage schemes 
for sub contractors and is 
fully conversant with all the 
Standard Civil Engineering 
forms of contract currently 
used by both Private and 
Public Clients.

L: View of a 
steam train from 
Corfe Castle, 
Dorset. R: Tarmac



Highways
Steering you in the 
right direction

We have worked on a 
number of highways projects 
over the years on both one 
off and framework contracts 
and are well placed to 
understand the challenges 
that these types of projects 
face.

Building
Beyond the facade

We have experience of all 
stages of a build project 
from outset to conclusion 
and have a network of 
experts who can assist us in 
resolving complex disputes 
involving a number of 
specialist packages. We are 
experienced in all of the 
standard forms of contract 
typically used on building 
projects and have worked for 
Clients, Main Contractors, 
Sub-Contractors and 
Consultants.

Marine Engineering
Staying afloat

Yelland Savage has 
significant experience of 
advising clients in connection 
with marine construction 
projects, such as Quay 
widening and Harbour 
Extension works. We can 
advise clients pre-contract in 
regard to negotiating terms 
and in connection with any 
disputes which may arise 
during the course of the 
contract.
  

Energy & Power
Your greatest resource

Yelland Savage has 
experience of acting for 
clients involved in design 
and construction for the 
Nuclear Industry. This is 
particularly specialised work 
in a highly sensitive and 
secure environment and 
places substantial regulatory 
burdens on contractors 
working in this area. These 
and other power projects 
usually involve multi-million 
pound contracts with 
multiple parties and complex 
inter-relationships.

L: Highway at 
dusk. R: Facade 
retention, 
Shoreditch

L: Emsworth 
Harbour. R: 88 
Wood Street, 
Richard Rogers



Morwenna obtained her LLB 
in 1999 and was called to 
the Bar in 2000.  She was 
an Associate Director for a 
firm of construction dispute 
resolution specialists for 
15 years prior to forming 
Yelland Savage and has been 
a member of TECBAR since 
2009.

Morwenna Crichton
Director

LLB (HONS) MCIARB MIOD

Morwenna is highly 
experienced in all aspects of 
dispute resolution and has 
helped to resolve hundreds 
of cases for Clients. She is 
also highly skilled in “non-
contentious” matters and has 
a great deal of experience 
in the preparation and 
administration of contracts 
and the provision of training 
thereon.

Mark became a Fellow 
of the CIArb in 2010 and 
graduated with Distinction 
in Construction Law and 
Arbitration in 2012. He 
has 30 years experience 
in the Construction 
Industry working for Main 
Contractors, Sub-Contractors 
and as a Consultant. 

Mark Batcheler
Director

Mark is experienced in 
mediation and adjudication 
and has frequently drawn 
upon his years of experience 
and commercial awareness 
to attain commercial 
settlements for Clients 
without the need to reach 
the stage of formal dispute 
resolution and thereby 
releasing WIP, maintaining 
relationships and the freeing 
up of valuable resources 
whilst also obtaining realistic 
profit margins.

LLM FCIARB

Our People
Meet the experts



Alan has over 25 years 
of experience working in 
the Construction Industry 
across the Civil Engineering, 
Building and Rail Sectors. 
His experience lies within 
engineering, planning and 
project management and 
has worked for several 
major contractors and held 
senior positions in both 
Project Management and 
Engineering Management 
on large, complex and 
prestigious projects across 
the UK.

Alan Clarkson
Senior Contracts Consultant

BENG (HONS)

His management and 
engineering experience, 
coupled with the 
ability to plan difficult 
projects, provides for 
an understanding of the 
relationships between client, 
main contractor and sub-
contractors. This extends 
particularly to understand 
how changes affect project 
outcome.

Susan is a commercial lawyer 
specialising in construction 
law and professional 
services contracts.  She 
is experienced in dispute 
resolution and has 
represented contractors in 
mediation, adjudication and 
arbitration. She has advised 
on projects internationally, 
including in the Middle East.

Susan Threfall
Senior Contracts Consultant

LLB (HONS) PGDIP

Susan passed the Bar 
exams in 2007 and worked 
for a construction claims 
consultancy company and 
in-house for an international 
multi-disciplinary 
engineering company, before 
joining Yelland Savage in 
2016.

Penny is local to our head 
office in Rugby, having lived 
in the town for 20 years. 
She has recently returned 
home from Cardiff University, 
having graduated in Law and 
Politics and receiving her LLB 
(Hons) degree.

Penelope Ashmore-Mellor
Paralegal

LLB (HONS)

Penny began working 
as a paralegal at Yelland 
Savage eager to expand her 
knowledge in a new area 
of law. Her enthusiasm and 
family ties to engineering 
will ensure she is well 
placed to pursue a career in 
Construction Law.

Judith was admitted as 
a Solicitor in 1998.  She 
practised in Coventry, 
dealing with a mixed 
caseload of civil litigation.  
A move to Central London 
followed with 14 years 
as Practice Manager of a 
litigation law firm. 

Judith Wright
Contracts Consultant

LLB (HONS) MSC

Returning to Warwickshire 
where she grew up and 
taking the opportunity 
to pursue a new area of 
law, Judith joined Yelland 
Savage Ltd in July 2015 as a 
Contracts Consultant. Judith 
has recently completed her 
MSc in Construction Law at 
King’s College London.
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Contact Us
We’re here to help

We offer no obligation 
free consultations and 
flexible fee structures. 
Call us today to learn 
more.

+44 (0)7823 325 328
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